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Abstract

Monitoring water turbidity accurately at a large scale provides vital information to alert abnormal water pollution event.
However, scientists and engineers have to make the tradeoff among accuracy, range, and cost of turbidity measurement
solutions. Consequently, the state of the art solutions utilize high-end hardware configurations to maintain high accuracy
at wide dynamic range, which are either too expensive or complex to be adopted in large-scale monitoring. A low cost
turbidity sensor without compromising on accuracy and dynamic range raises a big challenge. This paper approaches
this challenge with Chirp modulation and signal convolution in the statistical domain, which can provide more than
40dB gain with traditional low-cost photodiode. The proposed solution can significantly increase the system performance
scaled with hardware configurations. As a result, the implemented proof of concept system can provide as high as 2%
measurement accuracy over a wide range of 0-1000 NTU with low-cost hardware configurations.

Keywords: Optical Turbidity measurement, Chirp modulation, Large scale monitoring, Wide range, Low-Cost
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1. Introduction

With the increasing restrictive requirements on wa-
ter quality and tightening environmental standards, large
scale water quality monitoring is needed to secure the pro-
tection on water resources and meet the demand on fresh5

water supplies. Among all water quality indicators, tur-
bidity represents the presence of particles inside the water,
including soil, colloidal, plankton etc. [1, 2, 3, 4]. As a re-
sult, the turbidity indicator has been widely utilized in
water resource monitoring systems to detect the abnor-10

mal events, especially for natural water and drinking wa-
ter [5]. Moreover, as the suspended particles in the water
are usually acting as the carrier of pollutants, an accurate
measurement of turbidity will significantly increase the ef-
ficiency to monitor many other water quality indicators,15

like Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) [6]. Nonetheless,
the promoting Internet of Things (IoT) for water resources
can provide significantly increased performance of pollu-
tion monitoring, predication and footprint tracing, where
large scale deployable turbidity sensors are necessary [7, 8].20

Such a device for measuring turbidity is called turbidime-
ter, turbiditimeter, or turbidity meter. However, the tra-
ditional turbidimeter and its measurement methods were
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mainly designed for lab instruments rather than in-situ
sensors. As a result, the traditional turbidity instruments25

are usually bulky, energy intensive and sometimes high-
cost to achieve higher accuracy with complex architecture,
tight requirement on working conditions and some times
even manual operations [9]. Thus, most Commercial off
the shelf (COTS) turbidity measurement products fail to30

satisfy the requirements for large scale monitoring of fresh
waters [10, 11]. Consequently, many research efforts have
been invested into the design of low cost, low power, high
accuracy, and environment robust measurement method
for turbidity in fresh water [11, 12, 13, 14].35

Due to the scattering and possible absorption effects
caused by the suspended particles in the water, the di-
rection of the transmission light may varied significantly
from its incident angle. According to which direction of
light is used to measure the turbidity, there are mainly two40

types of turbidity measurement methods, known as tur-
bidimetry measuring the transmission light and nephelom-
etry measuring the scattering light[15, 16], shown in Fig.
1. According to the well-known Beer-Lambert law [17],
the photon process inside the water will arise a paradox45

between these two measurement principles. For samples
with low turbidities, the scattering intensities will be very
small and hard to be detected since the signal might be
lost in the electronics noise, while for samples with high
turbidities, the intensity of transmission light will be very50
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low and hard to be detected from noises. If the interference
from ambient light, phase noise, and temperature drifting
are also taken into account, the effective noise will be even
higher and the measurement accuracy is harder to remain.
As a result, most turbidity measurement methods are ei-55

ther high accuracy but only works with short range [18],
or works with wide range but lower accuracy [19].

To address this problem, some researchers propose to
utilize orthogonal optical arrangement to gain the bene-
fits of both transmission and scattering mode [12], where60

a photodiode and a phototransisitor have been deployed
with 90 degree separation to receive both transmitted light
and scattered light concurrently. This method successfully
achieves high accuracy with wide range in the trade with
the increased optical and electronic system complexity. In65

another state of the art approach, a high-accuracy wide-
range turbidity measurement system has been proposed
with precise single photon detector [20], where the mea-
surement of light intensities have been replaced by count-
ing the number of received photon within the observa-70

tion window. It is believed that the essential gain of this
method is the extremely high resolution and sensitivity
brought by the single photon detector1. Obviously, both
methods approach the high-accuracy and wide-range tur-
bidity measurement in the trade of substantial hardware75

configurations, which may not only be expensive and com-
plex but also be environment sensitive limiting the larger
scale remote deployment.

Nonetheless, the essential performance gain of single
photon based method is from the increased sensitivity and80

lowered noise figure, which can be contributed by many
other solutions rather than precise optical arrangements.
In fact, digital signal modulation[21], optical pulse coding[22,
23], and the combination of both modulation and coding
have been widely utilized in similar optical based measure-85

ment system to increase the effective Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) [24]. If further consider that the digital processing
capability has been widely enabled with extremely low cost
nowadays, it is reasonable to improve the system perfor-
mance in the digital domain instead of traditional analog90

domain. Hinted by this, this paper proposes an turbidity
measurement solution with Chirp modulation over infrared
LED. The convolution of received signals from optical ar-
rangement with a priori Chirp signals in the digital do-
main will approach both increased resolution and effective95

SNR. This solution can also be understand to approach
single photon system in the level of group of photons in-
side a Chirp signal through statistical processing, while
the single photon based method works in the single pho-
ton level through precise single photon detector.100

As a result, the proposed proof of concept turbidity
measurement system achieves 2% accuracy over the range
of 0-1000 NTU with single optical arrangement in trans-

1The first method will be briefed as two optical path method
for later discussion, while the later will be briefed as single photon
method.
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Figure 1: Incident light propagation model

mission mode. All the utilized devices including infrared
LED, photodiode, and MCU are low cost oriented, the105

overall cost of which can be restrained within 10$. As
there is no sensitive devices utilized, the proposed solution
is also environment friendly, which make it suitable for the
large scale deployment in wireless enabled IoT system for
water resource monitoring.110

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the design principle and measurement
method, as well as the structural overview of the system
design are provided in section 3. Section 4 discusses the
experiment setup and results. Section 5 will conclude this115

work with potential future works.

2. Measurement Principles

2.1. A. Principles of Turbidity Measurement with Noises

The light propagation scheme inside the water is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, the incident light intensity is denoted
as I0, the received light intensity from transmission beam
is denoted as It, and the light intensity of the scattering
beam is denoted as Is. Obviously, turbidity, denoted as
T in the following discussion, represents the optical clar-
ity of the water and reflects how much the incident light
is attenuated by the water and the suspended particles.
Then, according to the well-known Beer-Lambert law [17],
the relationship between the detected transmission light
intensity It and the turbidity T can be modeled as fol-
lows:

It = k1I0e
− 1

k2
T , (1)

where k1 and k2 are the parameters of the model to be
identified and varied in difference configurations, including
light path, optical arrangement, temperature, substance
and size of the suspended particles. This concept derived
from [17] has been illustrated in the main part of Fig.
2. Given the incident light intensity I0 is known and the
intensity It of the transmission light is measured by the
optimal instrument, the turbidity T can be estimated:

T = −k2 (ln It − ln k1I0) . (2)
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In a turbidity measurement system, a photodetector,
e.g. photodiodes, phototransistors, Avalanche photodiode
(APD) and Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMT), can be uti-
lized to capture the transmitted or scattered light and
convert the light photons into current with the photoe-
mission effects. The current of photoelectrons induced
in photoemission is then converted into voltage as well
as necessary amplifier, which can be further mapped into
digital domain with Analogue-to-Digital converters (ADC)
for further process. Since the photon current in the pho-
toemission process is proportional to the intensity of the
detected light, the measured voltage is also propositional
to the light intensity. Substitute the voltage Vt that is
proportional to the current It into eq.(2), with simple al-
gebra manipulation, the turbidity can be estimated from
the obtained voltage:

T = −β2 (lnVt − β1) , (3)

where Vt represents the ADC output voltage, β1 and β2

are parameters to be identified. It is worth noting that
the parameters β1, β2 (derived from k1 and K2) are usu-
ally hard to be analytically obtained due to the complex
system configuration. Then, in the designed system, they
will be identified through a series of calibration tests with
pre-prepared standard samples with known T , i.e. the
standard formazin [25]. This can be easily done by fitting
of a series of known T with the measured Vt. In ideal noise-
free scenarios, the capture of Vt plus pre-calibrated β1,β2

will lead to a high-accurate estimation of T . However, not
only the photodetector and the electronic amplifiers suffer
from various noises, e.g. shot noise, dark currents, leakage
current and thermal noises, but also the ambient light is
picked by the photodetector and works as an significant
interference to the voltage measurements. Without loss
of generality, the noise corrupted voltage can be modelled
as a noisy representation of the intensity of transmission
light:

Vt = αIt + no + ne, (4)

where α refers to the light-to-voltage conversion coeffi-
cients determined by the photodetector and amplification120

chain, no denotes the optic noise introduced by both the
ambient environment and photodetector, while ne is mainly
contributed by the thermal noise in the electronic circuit.
Beside of this, the environment changes may also cause
the drifting of circuit working point, e.g. phase shifting,125

noise figure, and dark current. All of these factors will
contribute to the uncertainties in the measurement model.
As a result, it is hard to obtain an accurate model fit-
ting, especially with non-linear exponential function ex-
isted for the transmission mode. The involved uncertainty130

will result in the poor performance at low turbidity region
even with high received signal strength in the transmission
mode.

In order to improve the accuracy of the turbidity mea-
surement in the low turbidity region, some researchers135

propose the utilization of scattering light Is, which can
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Figure 2: The relationship between light intensity and turbidity in
the transmission mode and scattering mode

be approximated with linear function in the low turbid-
ity region[12]. Similarly, this concluded concept has been
illustrated in the insert in Fig. 2. With its linear form,
the scattering based method can be simply calibrated in140

the analog domain, which can provide higher accuracy and
reliability. In fact, the scattering light with 90 degree to
the transmission beam, i.e. I90, has been adopted in many
standard of turbidity measurement [26]. However, with in-
creased turbidity, the order of scattering will be increased145

as well. Then, the power of scattering light will be de-
creasing dynamically, as shown in the insert in Fig. 2.
Consequently, not only the low SNR but also the break
of monotone will make the scattering mode hard to be
utilized in high turbidity region. It is then reasonable to150

design a hybrid system with dual optical arrangement to
be benefited from both high accuracy in scattering mode
and wide range in transmission mode as the work in [12].
Some work even proposes the involvement of more scat-
tering paths than single I90 to increase the system per-155

formance [27]. Without any doubts, the performance of
these solutions are in the trade of system complexity es-
pecially the optical arrangement, which will increase the
calibration efforts in the deployment.

2.2. Statistic Signal Processing for Accurate Turbidity Mea-160

surement

While the same time, eq.(3) also reveals the fact that a
wide-range and high-accuracy measurement system can be
achieved with single transmission beam, as long as the un-
certainty can be restrained. This has been demonstrated165

in [20, 28, 29], where a high precise single photon detector
has been utilized to replace photodiode. Obviously, the
performance gain of single photon based method is con-
tributed in two folds, which has been concluded and illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The first is the extremely high resolution170

of single photon detector. Benefited by the single photon
detector, the light intensity has been discretized into the
precise photon level. Then, counting the photon numbers
with an extremely high resolution will lead to an accurate
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Figure 3: The statistical view of turbidity measurements

estimation in the statistical domain. The second fold is175

the significantly decreased noise. Nonetheless, the single
photon detector is an electronic device, which will suffer
from its measurement noise including dark count and after
pulse effect [20]. However, the precise design and imple-
mentation of single photon detector can restrain such noise180

in an extremely low level. With these advantages, single
photon detector based turbidity measurement system can
achieve 5% high accuracy in a wide range of 0-1000 NTU,
which is in the trade with substantial hardware overhead.

As discussed in the introduction, similar benefits in
these two folds can be approached without precise devices.
This paper utilizes Chirp modulation (or known as Linear
Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave, LFMCW) over
incident light intensity to approach this target [30], other
solutions like Pseudo-Noise Coding may also apply [24].
In each transmission, a series of Chirp signals will be gen-
erated and modulated with infrared LED, which can be
defined by:

s(t) =
√
2/2p(t)

[
ejπf(t)

2

+ e−jπf(t)2
]
, (5)

where p(t) is a unit rectangular pulse function, f represents185

the rate of change of frequency. Then, the frequency of
Chirp will be linear with the increasing t.

In the receiver side, a homological copy of generated
Chirp signal can be expected with delay, attenuation and
noise:

r(t) = Ap(t)
[
ejπf(t−td)

2

+ e−jπf(t−td)
2
]
+ n, (6)

where A is the averaged signal strength, td denotes the
propagation delay, n represents all the involved noise. td
will be caused by both the light path and the electronic
chain, which usually vary with the environment change
and cause many troubles of calibration or fault detection.
With the a priori information of generated Chirp signal,
the received signal can be convoluted with local reference
signal and get their cross-correlation in digital domain:

R(τ) =

∫ +∞

−∞
r(t)S(τ − t)dt. (7)

It worth noting that the Chirp signal is self orthogonal,
therefore, all the expected light intensity will be concen-
trated on the output correlation peak located in td of the190

digital domain. As the turbidity information is existed in
the peak power, the variation of td will not contribute to
the uncertainty. Furthermore, as the noise n is indepen-
dent with the expected Chirp signal, the power of noise
signal can be significantly reduced after the integration.195

This increases the system performance and approaches the
single photon detector based system by lowering the effec-
tive noise.

Easy to know from eq.(7), the performance gain will
be scaled with the length of p(t), which is essentially ap-200

plied on the bandwidth ∆f of modulated signal. Without
any doubt, the larger bandwidth the higher performance
gain can be noticed. Consequently, this will increase both
the time and calculation cost. The complexity of eq.(7)
is O(n2) with the calculation unit consisted by standard205

multiply and plus operation, which have been widely sup-
ported by modern embedded processor (e.g. even the low
cost ARM Cortex M series employed in the following ex-
periment). If considering that the correlation algorithm
has been widely utilized in many research areas, numer-210

ous optimized algorithms have been proposed, which can
achieve the complexity of O(nlogn) [31]. As a result, the
time cost of calculation will be much less than the time
cost to transmit and receive modulated signal. In other
word, the proposed algorithm is real time oriented.215

Obviously, the photon scattering process inside the wa-
ter is indeed a random process as well. As a result, the
power of correlated peaks will be varied following a random
distribution as well, which will involve the uncertainty.
By deploying the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
over the correlated peaks, the value RMLE with the max-
imum statistical probability can be easily obtained, which
is proportional to the light intensity with high resolution
and accuracy. Then, eq.(3) can be rewrite as:

T = −β2 (lnRMLE − β1) . (8)

With the increased resolution and effective SNR, a sig-
nificant improved measurement accuracy of turbidity can
be expected over wide range. The next section will provide
the design of a proof of concept system guided with this
measurement principle.220

3. System Design and Setup

As discussed in section 2, the performance gain of pro-
posed system will be mainly contributed by the involved
statistical processing, then the hardware design can be
kept low-cost, low-power and small size oriented as shown225

in Fig. 4. Both the infrared LED HL-304IR3C-L3 [32] and
the photodiode PD204-6C [33] are with a central wave-
length of 940nm at a price of 0.2$/Pic, while the power
consumption of which have been limited in mW level.
As expected, most estimation work loads have now been230

moved to the statistical domain, which will require a signal
processor. However, the computation cost is limited while
not time sensitive. Then, a low cost MCU can be utilized,
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Figure 4: (a) The scheme of Turbidity measurement system, (b)
Circuit design to drive infrared LED with DA in KL25z, (c) Circuit
design of current to voltage mapping.

i.e. KL25Z [34] based on simple Cortex-M0 has been em-
ployed in the proof of concept experiment with a price235

around 2$/pic. This MCU provides 32bit RISC architec-
ture at 48MHz as well as a 12bit Digital Analog Converter
(DAC) to drive the infrared LED with Chirp modulated
signal. A 16 bit Analog Digital Converter (ADC) has been
embedded as well to capture the received signal from pho-240

todiode. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), a voltage-current ampli-
fier has been employed to drive the infrared LED with DA
output in current, while an isolation circuit has been in-
serted before the amplifier in order to prevent the feeding
back current. Similarly, the detected current of photodiode245

has been converted to the voltage with a trans-impedance
amplifier, which will also provide a amplify gain for the
detected signal. The overall BOM cost for this system can
be restrained within 10$.

The test bench of the proof of concept system has been250

set up according to Fig. 5, where both the scheme and
test photo have been provided. The transmitter unit has
been firmly fixed in vertical on the optical platform, while
the receiver unit has been fixed in parallel at the position
opposite. Two 3D printed tubes have been employed to255

regulate the light beam to go through the test water in
the beaker. The position of the square beaker has been
accurately fixed on the optical platform throughout the
process to avoid changes in the optical path, which may
affect the calibration parameters.260

As shown in Fig. 6, DR900 turbidmeter from HACH
[35] was employed to provide the reference turbidity in the
experiment, similar solutions of which has been utilized
by [12] with different turbidmeters. DR900 is capable of
measuring turbidity values in the range of 0-1000 NTU,265

Solution to be tested

Incident light Transmitting light

Infrared LED Photodiode

ADC

KL25Z

Signal processing

Transmitting

circuit

Transmitting

circuit

DAC

Sample 

beaker

Microcontroller

Led and 

driver 

circuit

Photodiodes 

and receive 

circuit

Clamps

Figure 5: The scheme and photo of the proof of concept experiment

Standard NTU 

solution

Turbidity testing 

instruments

DR900

Glass simple cell

Figure 6: Reference turbidity testing instruments DR900 from
HACH

and it is capable of providing an accuracy of 1 NTU. As
a result, we only be able to provide results from 1-1000
NTU in the later experiment results section, which can be
simply relaxed with a higher performance turbidmeter.

The turbidity solution samples were prepared by adding270

a standard 1000 NTU formazine solution to de-ionized wa-
ter in the beaker. Then, the solution sample in the beaker
was stirred to ensure homogeneity, and the actual turbid-
ity was quickly tested using the DR900 turbidimeter with
glass sample cell shown in Fig. 6. While the same time, the275

implemented proof of concept measurement system will be
driven to measure the solution samples with series of mod-
ulated Chirp signals, the received signal will be captured
and uploaded to the PC for later process, estimation and
analyses. The solution needs to be stirred well before each280

experiment to prevent the suspended particles from set-
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Figure 7: The estimated results in the range of 0-1000 NTU

tling over time and affecting the measurement results.

4. Experimental results and discussion

The proposed measurement scheme discussed above
has been utilized to process the received signals. Ten sets285

of data have been collected for each turbidity solution sam-
ple during the measurement process. Each set of data con-
tains a series of 15 Chirp modulated signals, which refers
a typical∆f = 1000Hz has been chosen with 2000 sample
points for each Chirp. The statistical estimation of these290

data sets was used as the experimental value for corre-
lation fitting. The results of which will be shown in the
following discussion.

As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed solution achieves an
ideal exponential fitting with reference turbidity provided295

by DR900 in a wide range of 0-1000 NTU. As detailed in
Table 1, in total 14 samples have been tested ranging from
2 NTU to 830 NTU. The obtained correlation coefficient,
i.e. R2 is 0.9993, which shows comparable results of single
photon detector based solution with R2 = 0.9912 and two300

optical arrangement solution with R2 = 0.9936 both for
NTU ranging 0-1000. The relative error for each measure-
ments have been provided in Table 1 as well as illustrated
with error bar in Fig. 7. Similarly, an overall high ac-
curacy has been obtained with average relative error of305

2.07%, which is slightly better comparing with 5% relative
error for the single photon solution and 20% relative error
for the two optical arrangement solution for 0-1000NTU,
which shows significantly increased performance. For sam-
ple 3 and 4, the relative errors are slightly high at 5.8%310

and 5%, which may due to the non-calibrated environment
issues like temperature or the accidental moving of beaker.

To further provide details of statistical based estima-
tion, the captured Chirp signals as well as the statistical
results have been illustrated in Fig. 8. The results of four315

samples have been provided, i.e. 744 NTU, 219 NTU, 82
NTU, and 2 NTU, while the raw Chirp correlations was
only provided for 219 NTU to save space. As expected,

Sample
Turbidity
(NTU)

Value
(109)

Fitting
Turbidity
(NTU)

Relative
error

1 2 3.2603 -2.3 N/A
2 24 2.9449 24.3 1.25%
3 50 2.6414 52.9 5.80%
4 82 2.3113 86.1 5.00%
5 149 1.8514 148.8 1.30%
6 219 1.4591 215.9 1.42%
7 298 1.1123 296.1 0.64%
8 378 0.87639 372.5 1.46%
9 465 0.69094 455.7 2.00%
10 544 0.56082 537.0 1.29%
11 595 0.49933 588.4 1.11%
12 648 0.44041 648.2 0.03%
13 744 0.36358 760.5 2.22%
14 830 0.31258 860.5 3.67%

Table 1: The comparison between detection results and turbidity in
the range of 0-1000 NTU

Figure 8: Statistical distribution of cross-correlation results at 2, 82,
219 and 744 NTU

the involvement of Chirp modulation enables the statis-
tical information with the equalized discretization. The320

outputs of convolution over Chirp signals have all shown
good match with Possion distribution. As revealed by the
discussion in section 2, although the raw amplitude is high
for the samples with low turbidity, the variations will be
high to cause uncertainty, which will be significantly am-325

plified in the analog domain. And for the samples with
high turbidity, the variation is limited even with low am-
plitudes. In addition, these results also reveal the fact that
the measurement time can be dynamically controlled for
different turbidity levels, and in the low turbidity region,330

more interdependent single pulse peaks can be counted,
which can improve the measurement accuracy more effec-
tively.

In Fig. 9, the statistical distribution of relative errors
from both the Chirp modulation method and the two opti-335

cal path method have been provided for the same turbidity
sample with NTU of 424. The results were captured with
strictly the same hardware configuration. The transmitted
signal was modulated with Chirp signal in the proposed
method, while the raw signal was transmitted and cap-340
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tured in the two optical path method following [12]. The
relative error is employed due to the significant quantita-
tive difference between the correlation result from Chirp
modulation and raw result from two optical path method.
As expected in the discussion of Fig. 3, the σ of the Chirp345

modulation method is only 0.017, which is much smaller
than 0.162 of the two optical path method. Obviously,
these results confirms that the uncertainty of turbidity
measurement can be attenuated leading to increased ac-
curacy.350

As discussed in section II, the expected performance
gain will be contributed by the increased effective SNR,
which have been shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, the trans-
mission Chirp signal has been varied with varying length
p(t), which will resulted in the varying frequency change355

denoted with ∆f in the figure. The signal-to-noise gain
was calculated by the ratio between raw received signal
and convoluted signal. With ∆f degraded to zero, the pro-
posed system will be back compatible as DC monitoring in
the analog domain. In the other side, the performance gain360

tends to converge with larger ∆f , i.e. a stationary perfor-
mance gain around 40dB can be expected for most ∆f
from 500Hz to 3000Hz, which infers the capability bound
of this method. Even though, a significant performance
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Figure 11: The estimated results in the range of 0-1000 NTU with
different Chirp configurations
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Figure 12: The estimated results in the range of 0-400 NTU

gain can be expected even with small ∆f .365

In order to verify the relationship between signal-to-
noise gain and ∆f . We selected ∆f = 500HZ, 1000HZ,
2000HZ, 3000HZ for the four sets of experiments, while
each set contains 10 samples within 0-1000NTU. The re-
sults have been shown in Fig. 11. As expected, there is370

a good exponential relationship between the cross corre-
lation value and the turbidity in all configurations. More
importantly, the relative error of the measurement results
will decrease with the increasing ∆f , which indicates that
a higher ∆f will guarantee higher measurement accuracy375

but with longer measurement time and processing cost.
Considering both measurement accuracy and measurement
time, a typical ∆f = 1000Hz has been chosen in our ex-
periments.

In order to verify the performance of turbidity detec-380

tion in the low concentration region within 0-400 NTU.
Another experiments with newly prepared 20 turbidity
solution samples have been deployed in Fig. 12 and ta-
ble 2. Strictly the same device and processing algorithms
have been implemented as the experiment for 0-1000NTU,385

i.e. nothing changed except the turbidity samples. As ex-
pected, the proposed solution also shows an ideal exponen-
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tial fitting with reference turbidity provided by DR900 in
the range of 0-400 NTU. As detailed in Table 2, in total 20
samples has been tested ranging from 1 NTU to 413 NTU.390

The obtained correlation coefficient, i.e. R2 = 0.9989,
while the two optical arrangement solution achieves R2 =
0.9981 in the low concentration region2. The relative er-
rors for each measurement have been provided in Table
2 as well as illustrated with error bar in Fig. 12. Simi-395

larly, an overall high accuracy has been obtained with av-
erage relative error of 2.73%, which is also comparable with
2.03% for the experiment ranging from 0-1000 NTU. The
two optical arrangement solution achieves 10% with sim-
ilar experiment configuration. Similarly, two unexpected400

large results can be noticed for sample 2 and 4, where the
relative error are as large as 7.50% and 8.82%, which may
also due to precision of reference turbidity from DR900.

Sample
Turbidity
(NTU)

Value
(109)

Fitting
Turbidity
(NTU)

Relative
error

1 1 2.7640 -5.5 N/A
2 4 2.6590 3.7 7.50%
3 13 2.5792 13.3 2.30%
4 34 2.4397 31.0 8.82%
5 41 2.3826 38.6 5.85%
6 49 2.3128 47.9 2.24%
7 61 2.2290 59.5 2.45%
8 75 2.1263 74.5 0.67%
9 105 1.9478 102.5 2.38%
10 118 1.8543 117.7 0.25%
11 157 1.6535 153.7 2.10%
12 190 1.4757 189.8 0.11%
13 221 1.3291 222.8 0.81%
14 245 1.2166 250.7 2.33%
15 259 1.1617 265.4 2.47%
16 289 1.0942 283.8 1.80%
17 314 1.0277 303.8 3.25%
18 349 0.91189 342.0 2.01%
19 387 0.81317 377.2 2.53%
20 413 0.74887 404.4 2.08%

Table 2: The comparison between detection results and turbidity in
the range of 0-400 NTU

5. Conclusion and Future works

This paper first analyses the existing method for op-405

tical turbidity measurements, where a comprehensive sys-
tem model has been set to explain the essential motiva-
tions of the state of the art turbidity measurement solu-
tions. This model also hints us to introduce modern digital
signal processing algorithms to enable the statistical esti-410

mation for significantly increased performance of turbidity
measurement.

Following these principles, a proof of concept system
has been designed and implemented with Chirp modula-
tion. The overall BOM cost for the proposed system can be415

restrained within 10$, while the measurement performance

2No comparable experiment has been deployed in single photon
detector base solution.

Method Accuracy R-squared

Chirp modulation
2% in

0-1000NTU
0.9993 in

0-1000NTU

Single photon method[20]
5% in

0-1000NTU
0.9912 in

0-1000NTU
Two optical

path method[12]
15% in

0-1000NTU
0.9936 in

0-1000NTU

Table 3: Comparison of different turbidity testing methods

approaching the state of the art turbidity measurement so-
lution designed for high-accuracy and wide range measure-
ment, shown in Table 3. This, without any doubt, reveals
the possibility of realizing a low-cost, high-accuracy, wide-420

range turbidity measurement system for the large scale
monitoring of fresh water.

According to the similar principle, other important wa-
ter quality indicators, e.g. Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD), Total Organic Carbon (TOC), and Total Nitro-425

gen (TN) etc., can also be expected with low-cost and
high accuracy architecture, which will be discussed in our
future works.
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